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1. The idea of defining the bidual of an algebra as an algebra in

such a way as to extend the original product stems from R. Arens

[l], [2]. In [2], the more general problem is considered of extending

a bounded, bilinear operation between normed spaces to an operation

on their biduals. Two equally natural extensions in fact present them-

selves and, when these coincide, the operation is called regular. In

[2, 5.5], an example is given of a nonregular, bilinear functional, m,

on the space Z1 of all absolutely summable complex sequences. It is

then stated that the product on an associative, commutative algebra

need not be regular and, to prove this, it is suggested that we define

a product M on Z1 by putting

Mix, y) = (m(x, y), 0, 0, • ■ • ).

As Arens conceded when asked, it is easy to see that this does not

in fact define an associative product. However, Civin and Yood [3]

and Civin in [4] and elsewhere made an extensive study of the bidual

of a Banach algebra with particular reference to the case of the group

algebra P(G) of a locally compact Abelian group. In [3], it is shown

that, if G is infinite, the product on P(G) is never regular (or, what

is equivalent, that P**(G) is noncommutative).

The purpose of this note is to give a somewhat more simple and

more direct example of a nonregular associative, commutative

product.

2. Notation. Let B be a Banach algebra, P* its dual space and P**

its bidual. Let x, y, • • • be elements of B, f, g, ■ ■ ■ elements of B*

and F,G, • ■ ■  elements of B**. The following notation will be used.

(i) xf and fx are the elements of B* defined by

ixf)iy) - fixy);       (/x)(y) =/(yx).

(ii) fF and Ff are the elements of B* defined by

ifF)ix) = Fixf);        (F/)(x) = Fifx).

(iii) FXG and F * G are the elements of B** defined by

(F X G) if) = FifG);       (F * G) if) = G(F/).
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(iv) tt is the canonical map of P—>£>**.

Then, X and * are each associative products on P** and extend

the original product in the sense of making the injection ir an algebra

homomorphism. Note that/7r(x) =/x and w(x)f = xf.

The product on P is called regular if FXG = F * G for all F,

GEB**. If P is commutative, the product is regular if and only if

B** is commutative with respect to either product.

3. The example.

3.1. Definition of the algebra. Let x, yG^1. If we define

(Xy)n  =  I   X) Xiy») + (   2 Wi)

then, as is well known, this defines an associative, commutative prod-

uct on I1 making it into a Banach algebra.

3.2. Lemma. If xEl1 andfEt" then xf is given by the sequence

(xf)» = ( X) *•/») + (   2^    x<fi) ■
V «=1 / \ «-n+l /

Proof. This is just a matter of rearranging the absolutely converg-

ent series one obtains for (xf)(y) and extracting the coefficient of yn.

3.3. Lemma. Let U be the subspace of t° consisting of those sequences

{/„} for which ( — l)"/n tends to a limit as w—»oo. Then the element

u = (1, 1, 1, • • • ) is not in the norm-closure of U.

Proof. Suppose /= {/„} EU and \\u— /|[„<f. Let ( — 1 )"/»—>»■ as

w—>°o. Then f2„-^>r and f2n+i-* — r. But | 1— /„| <§ for all n so that

|l— r\ ^^ and  |l+r| ^J which is impossible.

3.4. Lemma. There are elements F and G of the dual of I" such that

(i)  ForallfEU,F(f)=\imn(-iy>fn.
(ii)  For allfEU, G(f)=0, but G(u)=l.

Proof.

(i) The mapping/—dim„( — l)"/n is a linear functional on U which is

bounded with respect to the /"-norm and so, by the Hahn-Banach

theorem, may be extended to an element P of the dual of F°.

(ii)  This follows from 3.3 and the Hahn-Banach theorem.

3.5. Theorem. The product defined on I1 in 3.1 is not regular.

Proof. We show that the dual of f is not commutative in the

product X of §2.
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Let vEl" be the sequence u = (l,  —1, 1,  — 1, • • ■ ). By 3.2, we

have, for xGZ\

ixv)n   =   (-D"+1( !>,•) +JZ      i~l)i+iXi.
\  ,_1       /       V-n+1

Thus,

(-l)"(xi-)n   =   -   E  X,-  +     fi    i~l)n+i+1Xi
t'-l i=n+l

oc

—> — zZ xi   as ra -^ co.
«-i

Thus xvEU for all x and  (j>C7)(x) = G(xi>) = 0.  Hence, vG = 0 and

(FXG)(t») = F(»G)=0.
On the other hand,

CO

ivF)ix) = Fixv) = - X^
i=i

Thus,   vF=—u   and   so   iGXF)iv) =GivF) =G( — ra) = — 1.   Hence,

FXG is different from GXF and the result is proved.
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